EXHIBIT A
Spin Cycle

Standing ballot lines: An order takes shape, awaiting word, updated

Thursday November 4, 2010 11:10 AM By Dan Janison

We still want to nail down the official numbers, and they’re slow in coming, but from one trusted source, here’s how it looks at the moment. Remember, the gubernatorial vote determines a line’s ballot positions behind the Democrats and Republicans.

The Conservatives (with Paladino) move back to the Row C position with some 170,000 votes..

Working Families (with Cuomo) outdueled the Greens, who reportedly made the 50,000 cut for standing ballot status without petitions for the first time in a while.

Update: We hear the Working Families folks are figuring they will hit about 136,000 with Cuomo statewide, behind the Conservatives who drew an impressive estimated 204,000 with Paladino. Independence might be down, and in hot competition with WFP for the Row ‘D’ position.
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